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Abstract 
Two techniques are examined for showing termination of rewrite systems when simplification 
orderings are insufficient. The first approach generalizes the various path orderings and the 
conditions under which they work. Examples of its use are given and a brief description of an 
implementation is presented. The second approach uses restricted derivations, called "forward 
closures", for proving termination of orthogonal and overlaying systems. Both approaches 
allow the use of"natural" interpretations under which rules rewrite terms to terms of the same 
value. 
1. Introduetion 
Rewrite systems are sets of directed equations used to compute by repeatedly 
replacing terms in a given formula with equal terms, as long as possible. The theory of 
rewriting is an outgrowth of the study of the lambda calculus and combinatory logic, 
and has important applications in abstract data type specifications, functional pro- 
gramming, symbolic computation, and automated deduction. For recent surveys of 
the theory of rewriting, see [-9, 17, 33]. 
If no infinite sequences of rewrites are possible, a rewrite system is said to have the 
termination property. In practice, one usually guarantees termination by devising 
a well-founded (strict partial) ordering >- such that s >-t whenever s rewrites to 
t (written, s ~ t). As suggested by Manna and Ness [24], it is often convenient to 
express reduction orderings as a homomorphism from terms to an algebra equipped 
with a well-founded ordering. The use, in particular, of polynomial interpretations that 
map terms into the natural numbers was developed by Lankford [19]. For a survey of 
termination methods, see [-7]. 
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The rule 
xx(y+ z) ~ (xxy)+(xxz)  (1) 
is terminating. This can be shown by interpreting × as multiplication, + as 
2xy.x + y + 1, and constants as 2. Since x >~ 2 implies x(y + z + 1) > xy + xz + 1, 
the rule is terminating. It can also be proved terminating by considering the multiset 
of "natural" interpretations of all products in a term, letting + and x stand for 
addition and multiplication, and assigning some fixed value to constants; ee [10] for 
similar examples. Syntactic "path" orderings (see [7]) work in this case, too. Lipton 
and Snyder [22] gave a particular method for proving termination with interpreta- 
tions (order-isomorphic to ~o) for which rules are "value-preserving", as this example is 
for the natural interpretation. 
Virtually all orderings used in practice are simplification orderings [6], satisfying the 
replacement property, tbat s ~ t implies that any term containing s as a subterm is at 
least as large (under >-) as the same term with s replaced by t, and the subterm 
property, that any term containing s is at least as large as s. Simplification orderings 
are surveyed by Steinbach [34]; their well-foundedness i  a consequence of Kruskal's 
Tree Theorem. (See [6].) A nonsimple rewrite system (such as f fx ~fgfx) is one for 
which no simplification ordering will show termination. 
Knuth and Bendix [18] designed a particular class of well-orderings which assigns 
a weight to a term that is the sum of the weights of its constituent function symbols. 
Terms of equal weight and headed by the same symbol have their subterms compared 
lexicographically. If they are headed by different symbols, a "precedence" ordering 
determines which term is larger. Another class of simplification orderings, the path 
orderings introduced in [6], is based on the idea that a term u should be bigger than 
any term that is built from smaller terms, all held together by a structure of function 
symbols that are smaller in some precedence ordering than the root symbol of u. The 
notion of path ordering was extended by Kamin and Lévy [16] to compare subterms 
lexicographically and to allow for a semantic omponent; see [7]. 
We use quasi-orderings (reflexive-transitive binary relations), rather than partial 
orderings, to prove termination of rewrite systems. If ~ is a quasi-ordering and ~ is 
its inverse, then its strict part >- (~-~)  is a partial ordering. Its associated 
equivalence r lation ~ is defined as ~ ~ ~.  A quasi-ordering is well-founded if it has 
no infinite strictly descending sequence of elements. A precedence is a well-founded 
quasi-ordering of function symbols. An ordering can be called syntactic if it is based 
on a precedence and is invariant under shifts of symbols. In other words, we require 
that consistently replacing function symbols in two terms with others of the same arity 
and with the same relative ordering has no effect on the ordering of the two. The 
recursive path orderings [6, 16, 21] are syntactic; the Knuth-Bendix and polynomial 
orderings are not. 
Simplification orderings cannot be used to prove termination of "self-embedding" 
systems, that is, when a term t can be derived in one or more steps from a term t', and 
t' can be obtained by repeatedly replacing subterms of t with subterms of those 
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subterms. For example, consider the following contrived system for computing fac- 
torial in unary arithmetic (expanding on one in 1-16]): 
p(s(x)  ) --, x, 
fact(O)--* s(O), 
fact(s(x)) -~ s(x) × fact(p(s(x))), 
0 x y ~ 0, (2) 
s(x) x y ~ (x x y) + y, 
x + O-.» x, 
x + s(y) -o s(x + y). 
It would be nice were we able to use a natural interpretation, but that does not prove 
termination, since the rules preserve the value of the interpretation, rather than cause 
a decrease. Nor can we use multisets of the values of the argument offact, since some 
rules can multiply occurrences of that symbol. Though path orderings have been 
successfully applied to many termination proofs, they suffer from the same limitation 
as do all simplification orderings: they are not useful when a rule embeds as does 
fact(s(x)  ~ s(x) × fact(p(s(x) ) ). 
What is needed is a way of combining the semantics given by a natural interpreta- 
tion with a nonsimplification ordering that takes the structure of terms into account. 
To that end, in Section 2, we present he general path ordering and prove that it is 
a quasi-ordering. In Section 3 we use the general path ordering to generalize all the 
above-mentioned orderings and the conditions under which they work so that they 
can also handle some nonsimple systems. Examples, special cases, and a brief descrip- 
tion of an implementation of the general ordering are included in Section 4. 
We also look at methods of proving termination of orthogonal (left-linear nonover- 
lapping) systems, such as (2), and related issues in Sections 5 and 6. These may be 
compared with ordinary structural induction proofs used for recursively-defined 
functions; see [3,23]. In particular, we employ the notion of restricting the set of 
forward closures [5] to those conforming with some particular ewrite strategy, and 
give conditions under which the restricted set suffices. 
2. The general path ordering 
The general path ordering combines mappings from terms to well-founded sets. 
Definition 1 (Terminationfunction). A terminationfunction 0 takes a term as argument 
and is of one of the following types: 
(a) a homomorphism from terms to an algebra (set of values) d ,  where 
O(f(sl .... ,sn)) =fo(O(sl) ..... O(sù)), and fo is a function from ~4" to ~¢ for n-ary 
function symbol f ;  
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(b) an extraction function from terms to multisets of selected immediate subterms, 
that is O(f(sl, ...,sù)) = {sj . . . . . .  Sjm}, such that j l  ..... j,ùe{1 ..... n}, where the choice of 
subterms depends on the function symbol f 
Definition 2 (Component ordering). Let ~-- be a set of variable-free t rms (over some 
alphabet). A component ordering ~b = (0, >~) consists of a termination function 
0:~~J - ~ d ,  from terms to an algebra ~¢ along with an associated well-founded 
quasi-ordering >~ over d .  
We say s~t for terms s and t containing variable ~ if sa~ta for all substitutions a of 
variable free terms for ~. 
The following definitions are useful (2 denotes the equivalence part of >/): 
• A homomorphism 0 is value-preserving with respect o the ordering >~ and rewrite 
system ~ if O(la)~O(ra) for all rules l~  r in ~ and substitutions a.
• A homomorphism 0 is monotonic with respect o the ordering >/if, for all function 
symbolsf, o(...x...) >~fo(...Y...) whenever x > y. 
• A homomorphism 0 is strictly monotonic with respect o the ordering ~> if, for all 
function symbolsf, o(...x...) >fo(...Y...) whenever x > y. 
• A homomorphism 0 has the strict subterm property with respect o the ordering 
/> if, for all function symbolsf, f0(.. .x.. .)  > x. 
• An equivalence r lation ~- is a congruence with respect to a homomorphism 0 if, for 
all function symbols f, x = y implies fo(.., x...) ~fo(... Y...). 
• The multiset Ri(S) of terms of rank i (i > 0) with respect to the ordering >~ on terms 
in a multiset of terms S, is inductively defined as 
Ri(S) = {u: u is maximal with respect o /> in Li(S)}, 
where 
L , (S )=S-  U Rj(S). 
O<j<i  
Definition 3. Some important classes of component orderings are: 
(a) (0, >/) is a precedence when 0 is a homomorphism which returns the outermost 
function symbol of a term and ~> is a precedence ordering; 
(b) (0, >~) is value-preserving when 0 is a value-preserving homomorphism with 
respect o >/ and >/ is a well-founded quasi-ordering; 
(c) (0, ~>) is monotonic when 0 is a monotonic homomorphism with the strict 
subterm property (with respect o >~) and >/ is a well-founded quasi-ordering; 
(d) (0, >/) is strictly monotonic when 0 is a strictly monotonic homomorphism with 
the strict subterm property (with respect o 7>) and >~ is a well-founded quasi- 
ordering; 
(e) (0, ~> ) is multiset extracting when 0 is an extraction function which depending 
on the outermost function symbol returns a multiset of immediate subterms 
J ( t )  = {tl, t2 .... } of a term t, of the following types: 
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(1) a multiset (including the empty multiset) Px( t )  containing the immediate 
subterms at specified positions oB" (Pa-( t )= {tl: ie,,~v}), 
(2) a multiset containing the immediate subterms of rank k, Rk( J ( t ) ) ,  or 
(3) a multiset containing the immediate subterms of rank k or less 
(R «k( J ( t ) )  = U~=, Ri ( J ( t ) ) )  
and ~> is the multiset ordering ~.K induced by a well-founded ordefing ~ on terms. 
(See [10] for more on multiset orderings.) 
Simple examples of homomorphisms from terms to the natural numbers are size 
(number of function symbols, including constants), depth (maximum nesting of func- 
tion symbols), and weight (sum of weights of function symbols). Size and weight are 
strictly monotonic; depth is monotonic. A simple example of a precedence uses the 
ordering + > s > 0 with +0 = 2x. "+" ,  So = 2x."s", and 00 = 2x."0". (The subterm 
property is guaranteed for strictly monotonic homomorphisms into well-ordered sets 
[6].) An example of a multiset component ordering is 0 = R~;it extracts the maximal 
immediate subterms in ~.  Another example is 0 = P{1} which gives the leftmost 
subterm. 
Definition 4 (General path ordering). Let ~bo = (0o, ~>o), ...,~bk = (Ok, >~k) be com- 
ponent orderings, where for multiset extraction Õx component orderings, ~>~ is the 
general path ordering ~ itself. The induced general path ordering ~ is defined as 
follows: 
s =f (s l  . . . . .  Sm) >" o(t l  . . . . .  G) = t 
if either of the two following cases hold: 
(1) sl ~ t for some sl, i = 1 . . . . .  m, or 
(2) s ~ tx ..... t, and O(s) >l«x O(t), where O(s) = (Oo(s) . . . . .  Ok(S)), and >1ex is the 
lexicographic combination of the component orderings >«, 
while 
s =f (s l  . . . . .  s,,) ~ g(tl  . . . . .  tù) = t 
in the general path ordering if 
(3) s >- tl ..... t,, t > sl ..... Sm and Oo(s)~-o Oo(t) . . . .  ,0«(s)-% O«(t). 
Note that ~ is the union of » and ~,  which are mutually recursive. Lemmas 6-9 
(below) guarantee that ~ is the strict part of ~,  while ~ is the equivalence part. 
Lemma 1 (Symmetry). I f s ~ t then t ~ s. 
Proof. This is trivial, since ~-x is reflexive for the component quasi-orderings ~>x. 
When -,~x is the multiset extension of ~ ,  induction on the combined size of the terms 
s and t is required. D 
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We use the notation tip to refer to the subterm of t at position p and the notation 
u[s] (or u[s]p) to indicate that u contains as a subterm (at position p). 
Lemma 2. For the general path ordering, s ~ t implies s » tip for eaeh proper subterm 
tlp of t. 
Proof. Assume that the lemma holds for any pair of terms smaller in combined size 
than (s, t). 
Suppose s >- t by case (1) of the ordering. Then for some i, s~ ~ t. By the induction 
hypothesis, however, s~ ~ tip. We may then apply case (1) resulting in s ~ tip. 
Suppose s ~ t by case (2) or (3). Thus we know s >-tl ..... tù. Suppose that tip is 
a subterm of some t» Then, we can apply induction on the pair (s, t/). [] 
The following two lemmas must be shown by simultaneous induction over the 
height of a term. 
Lemma 3 (Subterm). The general path ordering satisfies the strict subterm property 
f ( . . . ,  si .... ) ~ si, for all i. 
Proof. By inductive application of reflexivity (Lemma 4) to the subterm si we have 
si .~ si, and case (1) applies. [] 
Lemma 4 (Reflexivity). The general path ordering ~ is reflexive. 
Proof. Assume that ~ is reflexive for all terms with height less than k. Consider 
a termf(t~ ..... tù) of height k. By the strict subterm property (Lemma 3) for terms of 
height k,f(t l  . . . . .  th) is strictly greater than each ofits subterrns. Therefore the first and 
second conditions for equivalence are satisfied. Since each of the 0's is a function, 
O:(tl, ..., tù)~-x O:(tl, ...,tù) as long as each of the component orderings is reflexive. 
The only nontrivial case is the multiset ordering on immediate subterms. But by the 
induction hypothesis, for every subterm ti, we have ti ~ t~ and therefore the multiset 
ordering on immediate subterms is reflexive ({tj .. . . . .  ty.} ~~{t j , ,  .... tj,} for any 
Jl ..... Jmm{l,...,n}). Consequently, the third condition is satisfied and 
f ( t l  . . . . .  tù) ~f ( tx  . . . . .  tù). [] 
Lemma 5. For the general path ordering, s ~ t implies u[s] » t for each nonempty 
enclosing context u[ ' ]  of s. 
Proof. Consider the subterm Ulp which contains as an immediate subterm. By case 
(1), Ulp ~- t. Repeated application of the preceding argument leads to u[s] ~ t. [] 
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Lemma 6 (Transitivity). For terms s, t, and u and general path ordering ~:  
(i) s ~- t~u implies s )~ u; 
(ii) s ,~ t ~ u implies s ~- u; 
(iii) s ,~ t ~ u implies s ~ u. 
Proof. Let s = f (sl ,..., st), t = g(t l ..... t,ù), and u = h(ul ..... un). The proof proceeds by 
induction over the triple of terms (s, t, u) with respect o the sum of the heights of the 
three terms. 
(i) Suppose that s >- t by case (1) of the ordering, then si ~ t for some i. Now if 
t~u,  we can apply induction on the triple (si. t ,u)  to get s~ >-u. By case (1) of the 
ordering we have s ~ u. 
Suppose that s ~- t by case (2) of the ordering, then s ~ t~, ..., t,ù and O(s) ~>lex O(t). 
Now if t ~ u by case (1) of the ordering, then tj ~ u for some j. But we may apply 
induction to the triple (s, t i, u) to show s ~ u. If t~u by case (2) or (3) of the ordering, 
then t ~- Ul .. . . .  uù and 6)(0 >~~ex 69(u). We may apply induction to each of the triples 
(s , t ,u«)  to show that s ~ Uk for each k. If each of the component orderings is 
transitive then O(s) >~~«x O(u). When >~x is a well-founded quasi-ordering there is no 
problem; when ~>x is a multiset ordering on immediate subterms, the induction 
hypothesis is needed. 
(ii) We know that s ~- t~ ... . .  tm and O(S)~--~ex O(t). 
Suppose that t ~ u by case (1) of the ordering, then ti ~ u for some i. By induction 
on the triple (s, tl, u), we have s ;>-u. 
Suppose that t ~- u by case (2) of the ordering, then t ~ ul .. . . .  un and O(t) >~l~x ég(u). 
But for each triple (s,t, Uk) we have s~ Uk. To show s ~-u, we only need to 
demonstrate the second condition of case (2). But this holds for the quasi-orderings 
and multiset orderings by induction. 
(iii) We know that t ~- s l ..... s~, O (s)~-l~x O (t), t ~- U l ..... uù, and O (t)~~~x O (u). For 
each triple (s,t ,u~) we can apply (ii) to get s ~ ui. For each triple (u,t ,s~) we can 
apply (ii) to get u ~ s t. The lexicographic part holds for the quasi-orderings and, by 
induction, for the multiset orderings. Therefore all three conditions of case (3) hold 
and s ,~ u. [] 
Lemma 7 (Irreflexivity). For any s, s » s. 
Proof. Apply induction on the height of terms. Assume on the contrary that s ~- s for 
some s. 
Suppose that s ~-s by case (1) of the ordering, then s~ ~ s for some i. But by 
transitivity and the strict subterm property we have s~ ;» s~. But by induction s~ ~ si, 
and we have a contradiction. 
We cannot have s ~-s by case (2) of the ordering, since O(s)~-~,~ é)(s) (using 
induction for the multiset components). 
Therefore neither case is applicable and s ~ s. [] 
Lemma 8. I f  s ~- t, then t ~ s. 
186 
Proof. Were t ~ s, then by transitivity s ~ s, contradicting Lemma 7. 
The following is a corollary. 
Lemma 9. s ~ t ~ s if and only if s ~ t. 
Theorem 1. The general path ordering is a quasi-orderin•. 
Proof. By previous lemmas we know that ~ is reflexive and transitive. 
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[] 
[] 
3. Termination proofs 
The general path ordering can be used to prove termination if certain general 
conditions are met. The first lemma we present guarantees a strict decrease in the 
multiset ordering induced by a quasi-ordering. We then show general conditions 
under which the general path ordering is well-founded. Finally, we give specific 
conditions for the component orderings which satisfy these general conditions. 
Lemma 10. I f  ~ is a quasi-ordering with the strict subterm property, 
s -~ t and s ~ t imply f (  .... s, . . .)  ~f (  .... t . . . .  ), 
for all terms s, t, and function symbols f, and ltr ~ rer for all rules l ~ r and ground 
substitutions tr, then for any rewrite step u ~ v, U >-~ V where ~-~ is the multiset 
ordering induced by ~,  and U and V are the sets of all subterms of u and v respectively. 
Proof. To begin, note that given a position p, the multiset of subterms can be split into 
three parts: the subterms at or below p, the subterms above p, and the subterms 
disjoint from p. 
If u ~ v then there is some subterm u Ip of u such that u Ip = Ic for some rule I ~ r. 
Therefore 
u = u[la]p-o u[ra'lp = v. 
By assumption la >- ra. In addition, repeated application of the strict subterm prop- 
erty with transitivity gives ra >- ra[p for all proper subterms of ra. Thus the subterm la 
in U is replaced in V by the strictly smaller a and its subterms. 
The only other subterms which are affected by the rewrite are those rooted 
at symbols on the path from la to the top of u. We can show that w[la]p ~ w[ra]p 
for all contexts w by induction on the depth of position p in w. If w is the empty 
context, we are given that l«>-rcr. Otherwise, let w =f(. . .s[ lcr]«. . . ) .  By induc- 
tion s[I«]«~-s[r«]«, and by the given implication w[ l~]p=f ( . . . s [ I t r ]« . . . )~  
f ( . . .s[rtr ]q. . . )  = w[r~]p. [] 
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Theorem 2. Let ~ be a general path ordering. A rewrite system ~ terminates if 
• la ~- ra for all rules l ~ r in ~ and ground substitutions tr and, 
• s-~ t and s~t  impl iesf(  .... s ... .  )~f (  .... t,...). 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is akin to Kamin and Lévy [ 1 6] and uses a minimal 
counterexample argument. 
To prove the well-foundedness of ~,  suppose the contrary and consider a minimal 
infinite descending sequence tl ~> t2 ~ ..., minimal in the sense that from all proper 
subterms of each term in the sequence there are only finite descending sequences. 
(By the subterm property, we can replace any term in a descending sequence by 
any proper subterm that initiates an infinite descending sequence. Thus we can 
always construct a minimal descending sequence from an arbitrary descending 
sequence.) Case (1) of the definition of ~ cannot be the justification for any pair 
tj ~ t i+1, since then tg_ 1 ~" tjlp ~>" tj + 2, for some proper subterm tj Ip of the j th term in 
the example, and the example would not be minimal. Therefore very pair must use 
case (2) and consequently O(tj)>~ex O(tj+~). But a lexicographic ombination of 
well-founded orderings (including >-~ on multisets of proper subterms which by 
assumption are well-founded), is well-founded, and the descending sequence cannot be 
infinite. 
Since the general path ordering is a quasi-ordering with the strict subterm property, 
by Lemma 10 we know that each rewrite results in a strict decrease in ~>~t. Since )> is 
well-founded, >-~t is as weil and termination follows. [] 
Theorem 3. Let 490 .. . . .  (bi- 1 (i >i O) be monotonic, all but possibly the last strict, and let 
491 . . . . .  49k be precedence, value-preserving, or multiset extraction component orderings. 
A rewrite system terminates ifhr ~ ra in the corresponding eneral path ordering ~for  
all rules l ~ r and ground substitutions a, provided 
(i) / f0x=Rkthere issomey<xsuchthat0  r= Rk_~ or O r = R<~k_ l; and 
(ii) "~x is a congruence for each homomorphism Ox. 
Note that whenever >~x is a partial-ordering, congruence is guaranteed. 
Before giving a proof, consider the following examples illustrating the need for 
restrictions on the components (we omit parentheses for the unary function symbols 
0,1,f, g): 
Consider the nonterminating two rule rewrite system 
O011x--*lllOOOx, 
Ox~l lx .  
(3) 
A general path ordering with the precedence 0 > 1 for the first component, and for the 
second, the strictly monotonic homomorphism which counts the number of symbols 
in a term, shows a decrease for both rules. But this violates the condition requiring 
monotonic homomorphisms to precede other types of component orderings. 
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Consider the nonterminating two rule rewrite system 
f fx  ~ fgfx, (4) 
gx --* x. 
A general path ordering with first component, a monotonic homomorphism 0ii 
which counts the number of pairs of f 's, and second, the precedence f > g, shows a 
decrease for both rules. But this violates the condition requiring that homomorphisms 
be congruences, ince Oiy(f(g(a)) # Ox(f ( f (a) )  ) even though Oii(g(a) ) = OyI(f(a)). 
Consider the nonterminating two rule rewrite system 
h(a, b) ~ h(a, a), (5) 
a.--+ b. 
A general path ordering with first component the precedence a > b, and second, the 
multiset extraction of rank two, shows a decrease for both rules, since {b} > O. But 
this violates the condition requiring that the rank extracting component be preceded 
by a component which extracts terms of rank one. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2, it suffices to show 
s~ t and s Xt  imply u =f ( . . . s . . . )~f ( . . . t . . . )=  v, 
for all terms s, t .... and function symbols f. 
If s ,~ t, then 6~(s)~-~ex 0(0. We demonstrate hat u ,~ v. For each of the subterms 
vi ~ t, we have ui = v~. For the subterm t, we have s ~ t, and consequently 
u =f( . . .s . . . )>-v~ for each i by case (1) of the ordering. Similarly, we have 
v = f ( . . .  t...) ~- uj for each j. We just need to show that Õx(u)~-~ Ox(V) for each compon- 
ent ordering. For precedence and value-preserving component orderings this is trivial. 
For monotoniccomponent orderings, the extra condition guarantees that =~ is a con- 
gruence and hence Ox(f(... s... )) = fox(... O~(s)...) ~-Jox(... O«(t)...) = O~(f(... t... )). 
For 0~ that return multisets, we need to consider each of the extraction functions 
separately: 
(1) Extract subterms at positions iT. If s ¢ u« for any k~Y{', then each uk = vk and 
Par(u) = Par(v). Otherwise, the multisets are identical except hat s is replaced by t and 
therefore Par(u) ,~~t Par(v). 
(2) Extract subterms of rank k. Since s is equivalent to t, they have the same rank. 
Therefore R~(d(u)) ~~t R«(d(v)) for all k. 
(3) Extract terms of rank k or less. As in the previous oase, 
R~k(J(u)) ~~t R <~k(d(v)). 
Now we focus on the stritt case, s ~ t. As before we can show u ~ v~ for each i. So we 
just need to show that 6~(u) >~e, 6~(v). Note that for the recursive definition to give 
s >- t, there taust be some subterm s]» of s such that slv ~ t by case (2) of the ordering 
and hence 6~(slp) >~~, 6/(0. Consider a monotonic homomorphism ~b,. There are two 
cases: 
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Case A (slp = s): Suppose that 0r with y ~ x is the first monotonic homomorphism 
which shows a decrease. For each of the preceding homomorphisms Oz(s)~-z 0z(t), 
z < y, and therefore O~(f( .... s . . . .  )) ~-z O~(f( .... t .... )) by congruence, while for the yth 
homomorphism Oy(s)>yOy(t). If the homomorphism is stritt, this implies 
Of(f (  .... s . . . .  )) >r Oy(f( .... t .... )) and the lexicographic comparison isstrictly greater. 
If the homomorphism is not stritt, then Oy(f( .... s . . . .  )) 3 r  Oy(f( .... t .... )) and the 
status of the lexicographical comparison may depend on the succeeding component 
orderings. 
Case B (s[p # s): Consider 0o. By repeated application of the strict subterm prop- 
erty of the monotonie homomorphism components, we have Oo(s) >o Oo(slp) >1o Oo(t). 
If 0o is strict, this implies Oo( f ( . . . , s  . . . .  )) >o Oo( f ( . . . , t , . . . ) )  and the lexico- 
graphic comparison is strictly greater. If 0o is not strict, then 
Oo(f(  .... s . . . .  )) >to Oo(f(  .... t .... )) and the status of the lexicographical comparison 
may depend on the succeeding component orderings. 
In either case, any component orderings following a nonstrict homomorphism need 
not show a decrease for s or slp, respectively, compared with t. As a consequence, none 
of the succeeding component orderings may safely rely on the lexicographic status of 
s or its subterms. In addition, since the monotonic homomorphisms depend on the 
lexicographical status of subterms, it is not safe to have other types of component 
orderings preceding. This is the reason for the restrictions: 
• there may only be one nonstrict monotonic homomophism and each of the strict 
monotonic homomorphisms must precede it, and 
• no other type of component ordering may precede a monotonic homomorphism. 
Consider now a value-preserving homomorphism and a rewrite s = c[ la] -~ 
c[ra] = t. We are given that O(la)-~x 0(ra). Combined with congruence ofthe ordering 
this means O(f(  .... s . . . .  ))~-x O(f (  .... t . . . .  )). 
When the termination function is a precedence, its value does not depend on 
subterms and trivially O( f ( .... s . . . .  ) ) ~-x O( f ( .... t . . . .  )). 
Now consider component orderings that compare multisets of subterms: 
(1) Extract subterms at positions in ~d. Ifs ~ Uk for all k~~,  then each Uk = Vk and 
P~r(u) = P~r(v). Otherwise the multisets are identical except hat s is replaced by t and 
therefore P~r(u) ~-~ P~(v). 
(2) Extract subterms of tank k. Suppose that s~Ri ( J~(u) ) .  Then there is no change 
in multisets of tank less than i. For the multiset of tank i, the only possible new 
members are t and terms from Ri÷~ that were dominated by s. Thus we have 
Ri ( J (u ) )  ~~ Ri( J (v)) .  If k > i, there may be an increase, but we are guaranteed that 
either Ri or some R ~j containing tank i is before 0x lexicographically, and either of 
these will show a decrease. 
(3) Extract subterms of tank less than or equal k. Suppose seRi(u). By an 
argument similar to that above, R~k( J (u ) )  = R~k( J (v ) )  for k < i and R~k( J (u ) )  
~-~R~k( J (v ) )  for k = i. Orte just needs to consider the case k > i. Think of the 
process of going from R~k(J(U)) to R<~k(J(V)) as adding t to the set of immediate 
subterms then removing s. When t is added other terms may move to higher ank, but 
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not lower rank. So the only possible new term in R<<kGff(U ) t) {t}) is t. When s is 
removed, terms may be added from rank k + 1 (note that terms may only move one 
rank position when a single term is added or deteted). Consider a term w of rank 
j + k + 1 which is a member ofR<~k(J(v)), but was not a member ofR<~k(J(u) u {t}). 
It must have been added because a term Xk of rank k moved to rank k - 1 and Xk >" W. 
Inductively, we can construct a chain of terms such that xi )'- xi+ ~ >- ... >- Xk >" W. But 
there was only the single term s which was removed at level i and therefore s = x~ >- w. 
In combination with s ~ t, it must be that R<~k(J(u)) ~ R<<k(J(v)). [] 
Whereas we have only used lexicographic and multiset mappings in the general 
path ordering, in [16], Kamin and Lévy consider the more general case of orderings 
based on a mapping ~- from well-founded quasi-orderings to well-founded quasi- 
orderings. They allow a component order Ot = ( t l , . . . , tn )  and /> = ~->-, where 
E> recursively makes finitely many comparisons of subterms. In particular, one can 
use weighted multisets, as in [25]. 
Theorem 4 (Incrementality). I f  a general path ordering ~ with a component ordering 
qSi = (0, >1 ~ proves termination of a set of rules ~,  then the general path ordering ~ '  
which is the same as ~ except for dp~ = (0, >1' ~, where s > t implies s >' t, and s = t 
implies s =' t, also proves termination of ~.  
Proof. For any termination proof that uses the /th component ordering, the same 
proof can be constructed, since the mapping is identical and orderings >~ and />' are 
the same for any pair of values O(tl) and O(t2) used to show termination. [] 
Incrementality is important when an ordering is sought o orient a set of equations. 
Thus, as a special case, with a precedence one can delay deciding whether f > gor  
f < g, orf'=-g until necessary to establish the ordering of two terms (as for the standard 
recursive path ordering). In general, one can successively refine the well-founded 
ordering of a homomorphism component. 
4. Specific path orderings 
The following is a special case of the general path ordering to which Theorem 2 
applies: 
Semantic path ordering (Kamin and Lévy [16]): 0o is the identity homomorphism; 
>1o is a well-founded ordering; ~bl, ..., ~bù give a permutation of the subterms. 
For this ordering, one taust separately insure that s ~ t implies s >to t. Indeed any 
terminating system can be (uninterestingly) proven terminating in this way [16], by 
taking ~>o to be the reflexive-transitive closure of - - ,  
The following simplification orderings are special cases of the general path ordering 
for which the conditions of Theorem 3 hold: 
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Knuth-Bendix ordering (Knuth and Bendix [ 18]): 0o gives the sum of (nonnegative 
integer) "weights" of the function symbols appearing in a term; >/o is the ~> ordering 
on the natural numbers; ~bl gives a (total) precedence; ~)2 . . . . .  ~)n + X give (a permutation 
of) the immediate subterms. 
Polynomial path ordering (Lankford [19]): 0o is a strict monotonic homomor- 
phism with eachf0 a polynomial with positive integer coefficients; ~>o is the >/order- 
ing on the natural numbers; 4)1 gives a precedence; ~b2, ..., ~bù+l give a permutation of
the immediate subterms. 
Multiset path ordering (the original version of the "recursive path ordering", Der- 
showitz [6]): 4)0 is a precedence; ~bl extracts the multiset of immediate subterms. 
Extended path ordering (Dershowitz [6]): ~bo extracts one of the immediate sub- 
terms; ~bl extracts a multiset of the remaining immediate subterms. 
Lexicographic path ordering (Kamin and Lévy [16]): q~o is a precedence; ~bl, ..., q~ù 
give a permutation of the subterms. 
Recursive path ordering ("with status", Lescanne [21]): ~bo is a total precedence; 
~bl ..... ~bù give a permutation of the subterms or multisets of subterms, depending on 
the function symbol. 
Extended Knuth-Bendix ordering (Dershowitz [6], Steinbach and Zehnter 
[35]): ¢o is a monotonic interpretation; ¢1 is a precedence; ¢2,.- ,¢ù+1 give the 
subterms in order, permuted, or multisets of immediate subterms, depending on the 
function symbol. 
For a system like 
fsx ~ shd fx, 
fO~ O, 
d0 ~ O, (6) 
dsx ~ ssdx, 
hssx ~ shx, 
a precedence ( f>  h > d > s > 0) ought to be considered first, before looking at 
subterms, as with a lexicographic path ordering. 
The next special case is not a simplification ordering, but the conditions of 
Theorem 3 hold for it as well. 
Value-preserving path ordering (Plaisted [31], Kamin and Lévy [16]): 0 is a value- 
preserving homomorphism and >_- is a well-founded quasi-ordering; 4)0 is a preced- 
ence; 01 is 0 applied to the first subterm and >~1 is >/; 02 is 0 applied to the second 
subterm and ~2 is ~; and so forth. 
As an example of the use of the value-preserving path ordering, consider system (2). 
The precedence is fact >o x >o + >o s; 01 interprets everything naturally: fact as 
factorial, sas successor, p as predecessor, x as multiplication, + as addition, and 0 as 
zero. The ordering >~ is the well-founded greater than relation on natural numbers. 
Let all constants be interpreted as natural numbers, making all terms nonnegative. 
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Each rule causes astrict decrease with respect to the general path ordering and the rewrite 
system terminates. This approach works for primitive-recursive functions in general. 
Note that to use a natural interpretation, one must always make sure that all terms 
and subterms in any derivation are interpretable asnatural numbers; otherwise a rule 
l ikefact(x) ~fact(p(x))  would give pretense of being terminating. 
We enlarge on the idea embodied in the value-preserving ordering in the following 
way, intended to mirror the standard structural induction proof method for recursive 
programs: 
Definition 5 (Natural path orderin9). A natural path ordering is a special case of the 
general path ordering with two component orderings: ~bo is a precedence and ~ba is 
defined for each f (of arity n), as 01f(t l  . . . . .  tù)=fol(Oltl , . . . ,Oltù), where 0x is 
a value-preserving homomorphism to some arbitrary algebra ~,  and fol a mapping 
from d"  to a well-founded set (W, ~>). 
Theorem 2 applies. 
As an example, consider the following rewrite system for computing the average of 
two integers: 
a(sx, y) ---, a(x, sy), 
a(x, sssy) --* sa(sx, y), 
a(0, O) --. 0, (7) 
a(0, sO) ~ 0, 
a(O, ssO) --, sO. 
A multiset path ordering will not work for the arguments of a in the first rule and 
a lexicographical path ordering will not work for the first two rules. The natural path 
ordering is sufficient for proving termination with Óo as a >o s >o 0 and Óx given 
by 01 (a(x, y)) = 20(x) + O(y), where 0 is the natural value-preserving homomorphism: 
ao = 2xy.L(x + y)/2J, so = 2x.x + 1, and 00 = 2x.0. 
A more complicated example using the general path ordering is the following 
rewrite system which sorts a list of natural numbers into decreasing order via an 
insertion sort: 
(R1) 
(R2) 
(R3) 
(R4) 
(RS) 
(R6) 
(R7) 
sort(nil) --* nil, 
sort(cons(x, y) ) ~ insert(x, sort( y) ), 
insert(x, nil) -o cons(x, nil), 
insert(x, cons(v, w)) --* choose(x, cons(v, w), x, v), 
choose(x, cons(v, w),p, O) - ,  cons(x, cons(v, w)), 
choose(x, cons(v, w), O, q) -* cons(v, insert (x, w) ), 
choose(x, cons(v, w), s(p), s(q) ) ~ choose(x, cons(v, w), p, q). 
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Four component orderings are used. They are: 
& = the precedence sort > insert 2 choose > cons, 
~$i = the extraction 8i based on the outermost symbolf, 
P{l,, f= sort, 
e1 = Pp}, f = choose, insert, 
0, otherwise, 
ti2 = the precedence sort > insert > choose > cons, 
& = the extraction BJ based on the outermost symbolf; 
P{I}, f= sort, 
I33 = 
Ppj, f= insert, 
Ppl, f= choose, 
0, otherwise. 
The ordering interleaves precedences with recursive comparisons of subterms and 
thus is unlike either the semantic path ordering [16] or semantic labeling [36]. No 
semantic interpretation of the function symbols is required to prove termination in 
this example. 
If one were to use an ordering just based on the precedence &, all of the rules 
except for the sixth would be oriented in the appropriate direction, Unfortunately, the 
fourth and sixth rules interact with each other. In particular, there is a choose and an 
insert on opposite sides of each rule. The precedence C#Q, is chosen to guarantee 
a decrease in the lexicographical part when ordering Rule R6 by case (2) of the general 
path ordering, while leaving Rule R4 equal. The first condition for case (2) requires 
that the left-hand side of Rule R6 be strictly greater than each of the two subterms on 
the right. The nontrivial comparison is choose(x, cons(v, w), 0, q) with insert(x, w). 
These terms are equal under the precedence ordering &, but by selecting the second 
subterm of both choose and insert we achieve the needed decrease, and Rule R6 is 
correctly ordered. 
Now consider Rule R4. Fortunately, the second subterm on both sides of Rule R4 is 
identical, leaving the lexicographical ordering unaffected. The precedence ordering C& 
breaks that tie. Verifying the first condition of case (2) for Rule R4 is easy. 
Rule Rl is a trivial application of case (1). Rule R2 is nearly as trivial. The only 
observation to make is that the first condition for case (2) requires 
sort(cons(x, y)) > sort(y), which itself requires an application of case (2) where the 
lexicographic part requires the extraction and comparison of cons(x, y) with y. Rules 
R3 and R5 are also straightforward. 
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Rule R7 meets the first conditions for case (2), but is equal for the lexicographical 
part with respect o the first three component orderings. The addition of a fourth 
component breaks the tie by extracting the third subterm for choose (the fourth 
subterm would also have worked). 
Therefore, by the general path ordering, this system of rules terminates. 
5. Orthogonal systems 
Consider a recursive definition like 
f (x)  = if x > 0 thenf ( f (x  - 1)) + 1 else 0. 
By a straightforward use of structural induction, one can prove that the least fixpoint 
(over the natural numbers) is the always-defined identity function. This definition 
translates into the rewrite system: 
fsx ~ sffpsx, 
fO -~ 0, (8) 
psx~x.  
It would be nice to be able to mimic the proof for the recursive function definition in 
the rewriting context, but several issues arise: 
(1) In the functional case, one can show that call-by-value terminates, which implies 
that all fixpoint computation rules also terminate. We will see under what conditions 
the same holds for rewriting. 
(2) For rewriting in general, one must consider the possibility that the x to which 
the definition of f (x) is applied is itself a term containing occurrences of the defined 
function f (or of mutually recursive defined functions), something usually ignored in 
the (sufficiently complete) functional case. 
(3) One cannot use a syntactic simplification ordering like the simple path ordering 
[30], since the first rule is embedding. In fact, we must combine termination with the 
semantics ( f (x)  = x), as one must for the functional proof. 
First a few definitions: A nonoverlappin9 system is one where no left-hand side of 
a rule unifies with any nonvariable subterm of the left-hand side of another ule or 
with a nonvariable proper subterm of itself, with variables in the two rules renamed 
apart. A left-linear system has no repeated variables on the left-hand side of a rule. 
Similarly, a right-linear system has no repeated variables on the right-hand side of 
a rule. An orthogonal system is nonoverlapping and left-linear. An overlaying system is 
one whose only overlaps are at the topmost position, that is, no left-hand side unifies 
with a nonvariable proper subterm of any left-hand side. A locally confluent system is 
one for which u --* s, t implies s, t ~*  v, for some v, where ~*  is the reflexive transitive 
closure of the rewrite relation. 
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As an example of an orthogonal system, consider: 
f sx  « sfpsx, 
f0  ~ 0, (9) 
psx ~ x. 
The general path ordering works with component orderings Óo and qS~, where ~bo is 
a precedence with f>õs ,  p, and ~bl is a natural interpretation with fo = 2x.x,  
Po = 2x .x  - 1, so = 2x .x  + 1, and 00 = 2x.0. 
The following is overlaying and locally confluent: 
xx0-- ,  0, 
x xsy~ (x xy)  + x, 
x + 0~ x, (10) 
O+ x--~ x, 
x + sy --* s(x + y), 
sx + y --* s(x + y), 
Proposition 1 (Gramlich 1-14]). A locally confluent overlaying system is terminating if, 
and only if, innermost rewriting always leads to a normal form. 
An innermost derivation is one in which the redex chosen at every rewrite step 
contains no rewritable proper subterm. In particular, orthogonat systems are locally 
confluent and have no overlays; the proposition for this case was shown by O'Donnell 
[29]. Geupel [13] showed that left-linearity is unnecessary, that is, a nonoverlapping 
system is terminating if,and only if, innermost rewriting always leads to a normal form. 
We give an alternate proof to the one in [14]. (See also [27].) It is similar in style to 
Geupel's proof [13] that "forward closures" suffice for showing termination of 
nonoverlapping rewrite systems. 
Proof of Proposition I. We say that a term t is terminatin 9 (and write t~ °Ji) if all 
derivations from tare finite; t is nonterminating (t~~~J'oo) • if some derivation from t is 
infinite; and t is on the frontier ( t~°B~)  if t is nonterminating, but every proper 
subterm of t is terminating. If a term has no frontier subterms, then it taust be 
terminating. Conversely, if a term has a frontier subterm, it is nonterminating. 
For a locally confluent rewrite system, any terminating termt has a unique normal 
form t ~ by Newman's Lemma [28]. The inner normalization function N for a locally 
confluent rewrite system is defined as follows: 
N(t) = ~ff(N(tl) ..... N(tù)) if t=f ( t t  . . . .  ,tù)~Yoo, 
t t  if t~~,  
Clearly, t ~*  N(t). 
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If the rewrite system is nonterminating, we can construct an infinite derivation as 
follows: Let tl = Sl be a frontier term. It initiates an infinite derivation of the form 
* t 
t l  = S l  "~b©low top S1 "-}at top t2 ~ " " ,  
where all the steps in sl ~ ... ~ s~ are below the top position and t2 contains a frontier 
subterm s2 at some position P2- Continuing in this way we get the infinite derivation 
t I ----}+ t 2 ---}+ t 3 ----}+ . . .  » 
where ti = u2[u3 [-.. ui[si]p,...]p3]p2, each si is a frontier subterm of uù and 
Si ""}below top Si ""~at op Ui + l [Si + l ]qi + 1~ 
where Pi+ 1 = Pi" qi+ 1. (This is a constricting derivation ä la Plaisted [32], making the 
proof a little simpler.) 
Notice that each redex in the infinite derivation is either terminating (those below 
pi in st) or on the frontier (at p~ in s~). Let us consider these cases separately. 
• The redex is a terminating subterm: Since each of the terms in s~ ~*  sl is on an 
infinite path, the position of the frontier is unaffected and hence by local confluence 
N(s~) = N(s;). Since both si and sl are nonterminating, by the definition of N we 
have N(t i [s i ] )  = N(t i [s ; ] ) .  
• The redex is a frontier subterm: In this case we have s; ~ u~+ 1 [si+ 1 ]q, + l with some 
rule g(cl . . . . .  cù )~r  and substitution a. Since sl is on the frontier, each of its 
subterms taust be terminating and therefore ach of the terms in the image of a is 
terminating as weil. Since the rewrite system is overlaying, we know that each of the 
contexts cl ..... cù is in normal form, so the rewrites below p~ are all within the 
terminating terms introduced by tr. In other words, N(si)  = g(cl  . . . .  , cù)a, where 
ä is a with each of the terms in its image rewritten to normal form. By application of 
the same rule N(s i )~ rä. 
Consider u~ + 1 [si + 1 ] = ra. Since the terms in the image of tr are terminating, by the 
definition of N we have N(ra) = N(rä) .  (By definition, we know that rä--** N(rä) . )  
Since both si and u~+ 1[s~+ 1] are frontier terms (in tl and ti+ 1, respectively), we have 
N(t i [s i ] )  --}+ N(ti+ 1 [si+ 1]). 
Thus from the infinite derivation tl -+  t2 ---}+ t3 --}+ " ' "  we can construct an infinite 
derivation N(t l ) - - .  + N(t2)---} + N( t3)~ + ..-. Each of the rewrite steps corresponding 
to a frontier redex in the original derivation will be innermost after the application of 
N. The remaining steps are all under the position of the immediately preceding 
frontier step and are applied to terminating subterms, By local confluence, we may 
rearrange these rewrites to be innermost as weil. Thus, from any infinite derivation we 
can find some innermost infinite derivation. [] 
Notice that given any nonterminating term v, we can use the above construction to 
obtain the derivation v l ' t l ]~  + v[N( t l ) ]~  + v [N( t2 ) ]~ + ... and so each term is 
terminating if and only if it is innermost erminating. 
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As an example of the use of Proposition 1, consider system (10). We need to show 
that, under the assumption that variables are bound to normal forms, each rule leads 
to a normal form. Consider the second rule. If x and y are in normal form, then after 
applying the rule the innermost redex is the newly produced multiplication. But we 
can show that this will terminate since its second argument is smaller. Addition can be 
considered separately from multiplication, and it too terminates regardless of changes 
in the first summand. Therefore, every innermost derivation terminates, and hence the 
system terminates. 
We turn now to the question of when termination of ground constructor instances 
of left-hand sides suttices for establishing termination in all cases. 
Definition 6. The forward closures of a given rewrite system area  set of derivations 
inductively defined as follows: 
• Every rule l~  r is a forward closure. 
• If c~ ... ~ d is a forward closure and l~  r is a rule such that d = u[s] for 
nonvariable s and sp = l/~ for most general unifier/~, then cp ~ .-- --, dp [/p] 
dp [r/~] is also a forward closure. 
The idea, first suggested by Lankford and Musser [20], is to restrict application of 
rules to that part of a term created by previous rewrites. We can define innermost 
(outermost) forward closures as those closures which are innermost (outermost) 
derivations. More generally, arbitrary redex choice strategies may be captured in an 
appropriate forward closure. 
For example, the forward closures of system (9) are 
fs"x  ~ + s"fpsx, n >1 0 
fs"O--* + s"O, n >~ O 
fs"x ~ + s"fx, n > 0 
psx  --~ X. 
In fact, since there is only orte possible redex in the final term of every forward closure, 
these are the innermost and outermost forward closures as well. 
For an example where the innermost and outermost forward closures are not 
identical, consider the rewrite system: 
fsx--,  sfpsfx, 
fO ~ O, (11) 
psx  ~ X. 
The forward closure 
fssx  --, s fpsfsx  --, s f f sx  --, s f s fps fx  
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is outermost, but not innermost. The forward closure 
fssx -'* sfpsfsx « sfpssfpsfx 
is innermost, but not outermost. 
Proposition 2 (Dershowitz [5]). A right-linear rewrite system is terminating if, and 
only if, there are no infinite forward closures. 
In particular, forward closures uffice for string-rewriting systems. Thus, for a sys- 
tem like 
fsx = ssfpsx, 
fO ~ O, (12) 
psx ~ X, 
we can restrict our attention to forward closures. (This is not exactly a string rewriting 
system since the second rule applies only at the end of a string.) Sincef's will not nest, 
termination can be shown by comparing the argument on the left, sx, with the one on 
the right, psx, using a natural semantic omparison. 
Proposition 3 (Guepel [13]). A nonoverlapping rewrite system is terminating if, and 
only if, there are no infinite forward closures. 
This extends the result in [5] for orthogonal systems. In general, though, a rewrite 
system need not terminate ven if all its forward closures do [5-1. 
Consider the following system for symbolic differentiation with respect o t: 
Dt--* l, 
Dz --* 0 (z does not contain t), 
D(x + y )~ Dx + Dy, 
D(x'y)-* y. Dx + x. Dy, 
D(x - y)--. Dx - Dy, (13) 
D(-  x) --* - Dx, 
D(x/y) --* Dx/y -- x" Dy/y 2, 
D(ln x) ~ Dx/x, 
D(xr) ~ y 'x  •-1 "Dx + xY ' ( lnx) 'Dy.  
It is orthogonal, so the above method applies. Since D's are not nested on the right, 
forward closures cannot have nested D's. Since the arguments to D on the left are 
always longer than those on the right, all forward closures must lead to termina- 
ting derivations. Hence, regardless of rewriting strategy and initial term, rewriting 
terminates. 
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Theorem 5. A rewrite system has an infinite innermost derivation if, and only if, it has an 
infinite innermost forward closure. 
Proof. Consider a term t which has an infinite innermost derivation. It taust have 
a subterm tip which has an infinite innermost derivation such that the top position is 
eventually rewritten: 
tip = So ~ sl ~ ... -~ si ""~top Si+ 1 ~ "'" 
But for the top of si to be rewritten all of its immediate subterms lmust be in normal 
form. Whenever unification (as opposed to matching) is used to extend the forward 
closure of which this derivation is an instance, some part of an si is "used up". Hence, 
after a finite number of steps, a nonterminating term is obtained. Therefore, the 
derivation from s~ is an instance of an infinite innermost forward closure. [] 
Theorem 6. A locally confluent overlaying rewrite system is terminating il, and only if, 
it has no infinite innermost forward closure. 
In particular, nonoverlapping, and hence orthogonal, systems atisfy the prerequi- 
sites for application of this termination test; one need only prove termination of such 
innermost derivations. 
Proof of Theorem 6. From Proposition 1 we know that if the rewrite system is 
nonterminating it will have an innermost nonterminating derivation. But by Theorem 
5 this implies the existence of an infinite innermost forward closure. [] 
This method applies to most of the previous examples. Since we need only consider 
innermost derivations, we can assume that problematic expressions like psx on the 
right of system (2) rewrite immediately to x (and that the x is in normal form). Since we 
need only consider forward closures, we can assume x contains no function symbols 
other than s and 0, without having to show thatfact is sufficiently complete (which it 
would not be were the rulefact(O) ~ sO omitted). By "sutficiently complete", we mean 
that every ground term containing the symbolfact  and constructors educes to a term 
containing only constructors. 
For system (8), we can compare the multiset of right-hand side arguments 
{fpsx, psx} of the recursive function symbols with that of left-hand side, (sx}. Seman- 
tics are necessary for this comparison. If we let psx = x andfx = x (just as we would 
be using 0o with a natural path ordering), we have {sx} greater (in the multiset 
ordering) than {x,x}. But one must ensure that the semantics are consistent with 
the rules (which is analogous to showing that f(x) = x is a fixpoint of the definition). 
This can be done using standard rewriting techniques ("proof of consistency"; see 
[1]). Indeed, adding fx ~ x to system (8) yields a terminating confluent overlaying 
system. 
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It is instructive to compare the above examples with the following nonterminating 
rewrite system: 
fsx--, ssffpsx, 
f0  --. 0, (14) 
psx ~ X. 
It is the rewriting analogue of the recursively-defined function 
f(x) = if x > 0 then f ( f (x  - 1)) + 2 else 0, 
which does not terminate for 2. Indeed, f(x) = x would be inconsistent with the rules 
(allowing one to prove sO = ssO). 
Proposition 4. I f  a left-linear ewrite system is constructor-based, then all of its forward 
closures begin with constructor-based instances of left-hand sides of rules. 
A term is constructor-based if all of its proper subterms have only free constructors 
and variables. A rewrite system is constructor-based if its left-hand sides are con- 
structor-based, and a forward closure is constructor-based if its initial term is con- 
structor-based. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Since forward closures are only extended via substitution, 
a trivial induction shows that every forward closure's initial term is an instance of the 
left-hand side of some rule. 
Consider the inductive definition of forward closures. For the base case, each 
rule is a forward closure which, trivially, is constructor-based. Assume that 
c[~ ] ~ --. -+ d[~ ] is a constructor-based forward closure. It is extended by applying 
the substitution tr, found by unifying the left-hand side of a rule, f (k l  [~], ..., kn[~]), 
with some subterm of d. Suppose that the extension is not constructor based. This can 
only happen ifthe substitution, a maps some xie~ to a term with a function symbol in 
it. We unify f (c l [x ]  ..... chiP]) with f (k l [ ) ] , . . , kn[~] ) .  Since the rule itself is 
constructor-based, theonly source of a function symbol is one of the contexts, cl, from 
d. But these can only unify with variables, }, from the rule. Since the rules are 
left-linear, each occurrence is distinct and therefore, the only mappings in tr which 
have function symbols are for variables in }, not 2. This is a contradiction, and the 
extension is constructor based. [] 
As a counterexample i lustrating the need for left-linearity, consider the rewrite 
system: 
f(x, x) --* f(ga, x), (15) 
gb--* c. 
It is constructor-based, but the forward closuref(ga, ga)--, ... ~f (ga ,  ga) is not. 
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A left-linear, locally confluent, constructor-based rewrite system is overlaying, and 
hence, by Theorem 6, is terminating if and only if its innermost forward closures are 
terminating. But by Proposition 4, all its forward closures begin with constructor- 
based instances of left-hand sides. Thus, termination proofs need not consider initial 
terms containing nested defined function symbols (even when the symbol is not 
completely defined). That makes proving termination of such systems no more 
difficult than proving termination of ordinary recursive functions: the instances of rule 
variables can be presumed to be in normal form and the context can be ignored. 
6. Nonerasing systems 
We focus now on nonerasing rewrite systems. Recall that a system is nonerasing if 
any variable on the left-hand side of a rule is also on the right-hand side. 
Proposition 5 (Klop [14]). A nonerasing orthogonal system is terminating if, and only 
if, it is nõrmalizing (every term has a normal form). 
Therefore, the first rule of system (9) (which is self-embedding) may be immediately 
followed by an application of the last rule, effectively replacing the former with 
fsx ~ sfx. Now termination can be shown with a standard recursive path ordering 
with precedence f>o s, demonstrating that the original system is normalizing, and 
hence, terminating. 
We can improve upon the previous proposition. 
Lemma 11. I f  a term has an infinite derivation in a nonerasing nonoverlapping system, 
then all derivations from that term are infinite. 
Note that both nonoverlapping string systems and nonerasing orthogonal rewrite 
system are special cases covered by this lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 11. We use the inner normalization function N. From the proof of 
Proposition 1, we know that if t is a frontier term, then N(t) is also nonterminating. As
a consequence, for an arbitrary nonterminating term t, it taust be that N(t) is 
nonterminating as weil. 
Consider an arbitrary nonterminating term t and an arbitrary rewrite step, l-~ r, 
applied to that term at redex s. The rewrite must occur in one of the following 
positions: 
• The redex s = la is a terminating term. But t[la] ~ t[ra] ~* N(t) by local conflu- 
ence and since N(t) is nonterminating, t[ra] is as well. 
• The redex is a frontier term. But we know that there is exactly one rule, l~  r, 
applicable at that redex. From our proof of Proposition 1, we know that the rule 
will still be applicable to N(s). In addition, N(s[ra]) is still nonterminating. 
Suppose that there was some other rule, l' ~ r', which was applicable, but led to 
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a terminating term. This rule would also be applicable to N(s). But since N(s) is an 
instance of the right-hand sides of both rules they overlap, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore we know that t[s[la]] ~ t[s[r~r]] ~ N(t[s[ra]]) and that N(t[s[r~r]]) 
is nonterminating. 
• The redex is nonterminating, but is not a frontier term. We know that there is some 
subterm Sie which is on the frontier. Suppose that the rule l~  r has the top symbol 
of s]p as part of its context c[.] .  Consider applying N to the entire term. The 
subterms of the context e l ' ]  are terminating, so they taust be preserved; the top 
symbol of c [" ] heads the subterm r Ip and will not be rewritten either. Since N maps 
terminating terms to their unique normal forms, repeated variables will observe the 
same rewrite and the applicability of the rule is unaffected by N. But we know that 
there is some other rule, l' ~ r', which is applicable at the top of N(s]p). But that 
means there is an instance to which both rules apply and overlap. Therefore, the 
rule may only bind s]p by a variable. Since the system is nonerasing, the frontier 
term slp must also be in the result of the rewrite, tirol, which consequently taust 
also be nonterminating. 
Since there is no rule application which can lead to a term that is terminating, every 
derivation from a nonterminating term must be infinite. 
The following nonoverlapping rewrite system shows that the nonerasing property is 
necessary: 
gx ~ a, (16) 
b~gb.  
Clearly, the term b has both infinite and terminating derivations. 
To see that this result cannot be extended to nonerasing, locally confluent overlay- 
ing systems consider: 
a-..~ £/~ 
a---~ b. 
Unfortunately, the term a has both infinite and terminating derivations. 
The following generalizes Proposition 5. 
(17) 
Theorem 7. A nonerasin 9 nonoverlappin 9 system is terminating if, and only if, it is 
normalizing. 
This is a corollary of Lemma 1. Gramlich [15] gives an independent proof of this. 
Theorem 8. A nonerasing nonoverlapping system is terminating if, and only if, no 
right-hand side of an arbitrary strategy basic forward closure initiates an infinite 
derivation. 
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A basic forward closure la ~ ra ~ ... is one for which the substitution a, used in the 
first step of the closure, is irreducible. 
Proof  of Theorem 8. Suppose the system has an infinite derivation. Then we know 
from Theorem 6 that there is an innermost forward closure leading to an infinite 
derivation. But the left-hand side of the infinite forward closure is a term which has an 
infinite derivation, and hence all derivations from it must be infinite as weil (by 
Lemma 11). Furthermore, all derivations from it are instances of basic forward 
closures. Therefore, for an arbitrary strategy there is a corresponding infinite basic 
forward closure of the appropriate type. [] 
As an example, consider the following system: 
fsx --, psffx, 
fO « O, (18) 
psx  --~ x. 
Its outermost forward closures are: 
fs"x--* + f " - lps f fx  (n > i), 
fs"x--* + f "+ lx  (n >i) ,  
fs"O ~ + f "O  (n >~ O, n >~ m), 
pSX --* x.  
For a forward closure which is an instance of fs "x  ~+ f " - lps f fx ,  we only need to 
consider the extension with the rule psx --* x, since any other choice would not lead to 
an outermost forward closure. Verification of termination is easy now. Terms of the 
form f " - lps f fx  derive in one stepf" +Xx, which is in normal form. Terms of the form 
f "0  derive 0 in m steps. Since no right-hand side admits a nonterminating rewrite 
sequence, the system is terminating. 
System (8) can be shown terminating via similar reasoning (though the expressions 
for the forward closures are more complicated). 
Zantema's Problem [37] is to prove termination of the following one-rule string- 
rewriting system: 
1100 ~ 000111, (19) 
corresponding to the term-rewriting rule l l00x--, 0001 l lx. (Theorem 7 applies as 
well, since string rewriting systems are nonerasing and this rule is nonoverlapping.) 
First note that for any term of the form «00B, if «00 is a normal form then any term 
derived from «00Ô must have the form «007. Consider the right-hand side of the rule. 
It has the above form with suffix fl = 111. There are two ways to construct a new 
outermost forward closure from 111: 
cO011100 --* cO01000111 = Œ'O0111 
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and 
c~00111100 ~ c~0011000111. 
Since there is a redex (underlined) in the right-hand side of the second forward closure, 
any outermost forward closure extending it taust rewrite the redex: 
«00111100 --.«000001110111 = « '001110111.  
This gives us a new possibility/~ = 1110111, which can be used to construct a new 
outermost forward closure as: 
e00111011100--* e0011101000111 = «'00111 
and 
Œ001110111100 ~ Œ00111011000111.  
As before we need to reduce the right-hand side for any outermost forward closure: 
«001110111100 ~ «0011100001110111 
~001000111001110111 
~00100010001111110111 = c~'001111110111. 
The third possibility is /? = 1111110111, which can be used to construct a new 
outermost forward closure as: 
c~00111111011100--* Œ0011111101000111 = «'00111 
and 
«001111110111100 ~ «00111111011000111. 
The second of these has a redex which must be rewritten: 
~001111110111100 ~ ~0011111100001110111 
~001111000111001110111 
--. ~00110001110111001110111 
--. 70000011101110111001110111 
--. ~000001110111010001111110111 
= «'001111110111. 
For termination, it must be the case that no right-hand side of an outermost 
forward closure initiates a nonterminating derivation. Each of the right-hand sides 
of the form «00111, Œ001110111, and «001111110111 are already in normal 
form. Consider the right-hand side «00111011000111. It has only one possible 
derivation, leading to the normal form «001111110111. The right-hand side 
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«0011111100001110l 11 is a little more complicated. The next term in the sequence is
«001111000111001110111, which has two possible rewrites. But notice that each of the 
succeeding terms in the outermost derivation preserve the inner rewrite. Therefore 
they can be performed independently and «'001111110111 is the final form of all 
possible rewrites. None of the right-hand sides initiates an infinite rewrite, so the 
system is terminating. 
Note that all derivations of a nonoverlapping string-rewriting system have the same 
length. Hence, we have shown (as Zantema conjectured) that 2n is an upper-bound on 
the length of any derivation from a string of size n (in the worst case six steps are 
needed to decrease the size of the suffix fl by three). Other solutions to this problems 
are due to Geser [11] and Bittar [2]. See also [26] who considers termination of 
semi-Thue Systems uch as this example. 
7. Conclusion 
The general path ordering we have defined provides a powerful general purpose 
tool for demonstrating termination of rewrite systems. It can be applied in situations 
in which the more familiar simplification orderings cannot, as when the rewrite system 
is self-embedding. It encompasses virtually all popular methods, including polynomial 
(and other) interpretations, the Knuth-Bendix ordering and its extensions, and the 
recursive path orderings and its variants. Recently, Geser [12] has suggested 
a weakening of the subterm conditions, thereby strengthening the general path 
ordering. 
Several examples, including (1), were mechanically verified by our general path 
ordering termination code (Gpoxc). The implementation supports termination func- 
tions for precedence, term extraction (given, minimum, and maximum), and 
homomorphisms. 1 
Interpretations involving addition, multiplication, negation, and exponentiation 
are expressible. Currently, the burden of proving that functions are either value- 
preserving or monotonic is placed on the user. As is usual for such functions, one often 
ends up needing to know if a given function is positive over some range. When the 
functions are rational polynomials, this is decidable, but time consuming. The code 
does not attempt a full solution, but merely applies some quick and dirty heuristics, 
such as testing the function at endpoints and checking coefficients of polynomials. In 
cases where the code cannot make a determination, it will query the user for an 
authoritative answer. The part of the code that does this testing could be upgraded to 
provide heuristics uch as those described in [4, 19] or [35]. 
1GPOTC is implemented in Common Lisp on a Macintosh. No special features ofMacintosh Common Lisp 
were used, so the code should be capable of running under any Common Lisp with just a few minor 
changes. Those interested in obtaining a copy of GPOTC should send electronic mail to hoot@cs.uiuc.edu. 
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Forward closures provide a more specialized method for showing termination, 
applicable to locally confluent overlaying or right-linear systems. Special cases of 
interest are orthogonal and string rewrite systems which are terminating whenever 
their forward closures are. In addition, when the rewrite system is nonerasing (as for 
string systems) the set of forward closures can be restricted to just the innermost 
forward closures, easing proof of termination. Furthermore, if the system is nonover- 
lapping, any rewrite strategy will suffice to restrict the set of forward closures. 
Work is currently under way on an implementation of forward closures. 
Both methods can often lead to more natural proofs, using arguments similar to 
those used for recursive definitions. 
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